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mediate between the old and the new,1   Thus the instru-
mental dative went out of use very early, and gave place
successively to e> with the dative, St<£ with the genitive, ^rd
with the genitive, and finally to what is in use to-day, fiera or
p4 with the accusative.2   Here is a whole series of inter-
mediate forms. Again, between the old synthetic future and
the modern future made with 6d and the subjunctive we have
the medieval form made with e^co and the aorist infinitive;
a form which still exists in the modern language,  but
expresses not the future but the perfect.3 A study of popular
Greek will yield many more such instances* Thus we have
already seen that the present participle has now been reduced
to an indeclinable fragment of its old self. Yet there was in
Byzantine Greek a tendency to extend its use by combining
it, and other participles as well, with the verb to be, and
in this way forming analytical tenses.   We find  plenty
of examples in Barlaam and Toasaph: thus owaBpo^v fjv
and rjv aTToareiXas are equivalent to an  imperfect and a
pluperfect,  whilst cw$iauw{£a>v Itn?  is a durative future.4
For this idiom there is no room in modern Greek with its
loss of the participles, and it is a feature of the medieval
language which led to nothing, but before it perished its
extension  was   considerable.    In   the   eighteenth-century
translation into popular Greek of the Lausiac History5 this
usage is so frequent as to be a real mark of the style of the
book; it has been preserved, too, in Tsakonian.  Here the
present and imperfect of the indicative have been lost —
though not the subjunctive present — and in their place the
present participle is used with the present and imperfect of
the verb to be.   Thus / see is for the masculine opovp &>i
(= op&v €?/>tat) and for the feminine opovap €vi (= 6p&aa
 1	For these forms see Hatzidakis, Einleitung in die neugriechische Grammattk^
p. 15, and also his Meaawow/ca /cat via 'JS^AA^w/ca, vol. i, p. 373.
 2	From Jean Humbert, La Disparition du datifen Grec (Paris, 1930), pp. 99-160
and p. 199.
3	This form and the change in its meaning are discussed by Hatzidakis in
Meaai&VLKa teal vea (E\Aqwjca, pp. 598-609.
+ The references to the Loeb edition (see p. 260, n. 2) are pp. 518, 458, and 602.
Renauld finds examples in Psellus, though he takes occasion to remark that^ they
are not quite equivalent to the corresponding tenses of the verb whose participle
is used in this way; see Etude de la langue et du style de Michel Psellos, p. 378.
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